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Abstract
We studyΛ-type Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) on the RbD2 transition in a
buffer-gas-free thermal vapor cell without anti-relaxation coating. Experimental data showwell-
resolved features due to velocity-selective optical pumping and one EIT resonance. TheZeeman
splitting of the EIT line inmagnetic fields up to 12Gauss is investigated. One Zeeman component is
free of thefirst-order shift and its second-order shift agrees well with theory. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of thismagnetic-field-insensitive EIT resonance is reduced due toDoppler
narrowing, scales linearly in Rabi frequency over the range studied, and reaches about 100 kHz at the
lowest powers. These observations agree with an analyticmodel for aDoppler-broadenedmedium
developed in (Javan et al 2002Phys. Rev.A 66 013805; Lee et al 2003Appl. Phys. B, Lasers Opt.
(Germany)B 76, 33–9; Taichenachev et al 2000 JETP Lett. 72, 119). Numerical simulation using the
Lindblad equation reveals that the transverse laser intensity distribution and twoΛ-EIT systemsmust
be included to fully account for themeasured linewidth and line shape of the signals. Ground-state
decoherence, caused by effects that include residual optical frequency fluctuations, atom-wall and
trace-gas collisions, is discussed.

1. Introduction

Light-matter quantum-state entanglement andmanipulation have been a research focus in the condensed-
matter andAMOcommunities formany years [1, 2]. In contrast to a laser cooled atomic sample, the atoms in a
gaseous vapor phase cover awide range ofDoppler shifts, which leads to the famous hole burning and Lambdip
phenomena. Recently, successful implementation of EIT spectroscopy [3, 4] in gaseous samples have sparked
new ideas formaking quantum enabled devices such as atomic-optical clocks [5], sensitivemotion sensors [6],
magnetometers [7, 8], microwave sensing devices [9], single photon optical switches [10], quantummemories
[11, 12] etc. All of those advancements rely on high-level coherent control of the interaction between a gaseous
medium and light.

The laser induced atomic coherence can be fragile, as it is affected by various decoherence processes,
including optical pumping, collision or diffusion, and power broadening. For applications such as atomic
frequency standards and precisionmagnetometers that utilize vapor cells, atomic coherences arising from
Coherent PopulationTrapping (CPT) have been reported in detail in terms of line width and line shape [13–15].
In these systems, collisions between the probed atoms and buffer gas atoms in the vapor cell contribute
significantly to the homogenous linewidth. Depending on the buffer gas pressure and collision conditions, this
broadening can be larger than theDoppler width [16, 17], yet theCPT resonances remain very narrow.Under
such circumstances, theCPT line shape andwidth are determined by atomdiffusion and local light intensity
[13, 18, 19].

EIT experiments in thermal vapor cells without buffer gas [6, 11, 20–26] also have received considerable
attention, as [24] points out that the EIT resonance is a unique product of the light-atom coherences that can be
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experimentallymeasured and can provide us an opportunity to better understand the influence of different
decoherence processes.

Expanding on previouswork in [23–26], we present EITmeasurements for aΛ-type systemon the 85RbD2
transition in a buffer-gas-free vapor cell without anti-relaxation coating. An illustration of the experimental
setup can be found infigure 1(a).Wefirst demonstrate the reduced (saturated) and enhanced absorption lines
caused by velocity-selective optical pumping on the ground- and excited-state hyperfine structure, as well as the
location of the EIT resonancewithin the overall spectrum. For our study of the EIT line width, we select a
resonancewith zero first-order Zeeman shift and eliminate inhomogeneous line broadening and pulling effects
by lifting the Zeeman degeneracywith an in situ calibrated spatially homogeneousmagnetic field.We
demonstrate that thewidth of themagnetic-field-insensitive EIT line varies linearly as a function of the
coupling-laser Rabi frequency. Our results confirm the theoretical prediction outlined in [27–29] for aDoppler
broadened sample. Further, a numerical simulation inwhichwe include the laser intensity profile shows
improved fitting to our data. This aspect is not fully accounted for in previous theoretical [27–29] and
experimental [23, 24, 30]work. In the limit of vanishing laser power, ourmeasurements indicate that the EIT
signal decreases exponentially as a function of detuning from the line center. This special behavior was
theoretically predicted [31] for room-temperature atomsmoving inGaussian optical beams.

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the experimental setup featuring co-propagating coupling and probe beams in s+-s- polarization
configuration passing through aRb vapor cell of 25 mm in diameter and 70 mm in length. A variable uniformmagnetic field can by
applied via a solenoidwith inner diameter 33 mm, outer diameter 44 mm, and length 190 mm (not shown). The spectroscopy cell is
gently warmed up to 30 °C in the experiment. (b)Zeeman level diagramof relevant states and transitions in the given polarization
configuration in amagnetic field for the EIT study. The blue and red arrows correspond to transitions driven by the coupling and
probe lasers. The scheme breaks up into fourΛ systems that correspond to individual, Zeeman-shifted EIT lines. TheΛ systemwith
zero first order Zeeman shift has been highlightedwith orange energy-level bars.
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2. Velocity-selective optical pumping andEIT

Velocity-selective effects occur in vapor cells because of theDoppler shift ·dw = k v , where k and v are optical
wavenumber and atomvelocity [32]. It gives rise to velocity dependent ‘hole burning’ (increased transmission
peaks) and ‘optical pumping’ (reduced transmission dips) effects demonstrated in the probe transmission
spectra infigure 2(a). Both processes are highly velocity-selective due to the fact that the upper-state (∣ ñP5 3 2 )
scattering rate scales as [ ( ) ]+ + D Gs s1 4 2 , where s is the saturation parameter defined as the ratio between
laser and saturation intensity,Δ is the velocity-dependent optical detuning in rad/s, andΓ is the natural decay
rate, which is 2π×6MHz for Rb P5 3 2. Hence, at low saturation (our case) the velocity bandwidth of theD2
transition in a vapor cell is about 5 m s−1. Figure 2(b) and table 1 relate the observed spectral lines to atomic
transitions and resonant velocities. The line strengths vary due to the variation of transition dipolematrix
elements between the hyperfine states, and because the resonances cover three velocity groups (with different
values of theMaxwell probability distribution). Three resonances, indicated by the bold black arrows in
figure 2(b), are tooweak to become visible infigure 2(a). The line-strength ratios agreewith a quantumMonte
Carlo simulation [33–35], inwhichwe have included allmagnetic sub-levels of the system. The ratios are not a
main topic in the present paper andmay be discussed in futurework.

The insert offigure 2(a) shows the emergence of an EIT resonance on the optical-pumping dip centered at
the hyperfine splitting 3036MHz. The EIT results fromquantum interference on twoRaman-degenerateΛ
systems involving the excitation pathways ∣ ∣= ñ « ¢ñS F P F5 , 3 5 ,1 2 3 2 , driven by the probe laser, and

Figure 2. (a) Series of probe transmission spectrawith different coupling laser power vs coupling laser frequency detuning for fixed
probe laser power (70 μW) andfixed probe frequency tuned to the transition ∣ ⟶ ∣= ñ ¢ = ñS F P F5 , 3 5 , 31 2 3 2 . The insert shows a
zoom-in view on the EIT peak. (b)Analysis of the observed lines by atomvelocity groups resonant with probe and coupling lasers. Red
lines with square symbols correspond to atomswith zero velocity, green lineswith circle symbols correspond to atomswith 49 m s−1

velocity; and blue lines with triangle symbols represent atomswith−94 m s−1 velocity.

Table 1.Assignment table for the spectral features observed in figure 2. The probe laser isfixed at the (zero-
velocity) ∣ ⟶ ∣= ñ ¢ = ñS F P F5 , 3 5 , 31 2 3 2 transition frequency. Left column: Resonant velocity groups
for the indicated probe-laser transitionswith lower- and upper-state hyperfine quantumnumbers [ ]¢F F,p .
Center block: Coupling-laser detunings of the enhanced-transmission peaks relative to the probe laser for
the indicated coupling-laser transitions, with lower- and upper-state hyperfine quantumnumbers Fc=3
and ¢F and for the velocities shown in the left column. Right block: Coupling-laser detunings of the reduced-
transmission peaks relative to the probe laser for the indicated coupling-laser transitions, with lower- and
upper-state hyperfine quantumnumbers Fc=2 and ¢F and for the velocities shown in the left column.

Probe Transition
Coupling TransitionDetuning (MHz)

Velocity Group
From ∣ = ñF 3c to From ∣ = ñF 2c to

(m/s) [ ]¢F F,p ∣ ¢ = ñF 2 ∣ ¢ = ñF 3 ∣ ¢ = ñF 4 ∣ ¢ = ñF 1 ∣ ¢ = ñF 2 ∣ ¢ = ñF 3

49[3, 2] 0 63 184 3007 3036a 3009

0 [3, 3] −63 0 121 2944 2973 3036a

−94 [3, 4] −184 −121 0 2823 2852 2915

a EITResonance.
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∣ ∣= ñ « ¢ñS F P F5 , 2 5 ,1 2 3 2 , driven by the coupling laser, where ¢ =F 2 or 3. These couplings are velocity-
selective in theDoppler-broadenedmedium; here, the respective resonant velocities are 0 and 49 m s−1. The
velocity difference is the smallest amongΛ-EIT cases on the 85Rb and 87RbD1 andD2 lines, and it is smaller than
the thermal atom velocity in the cell.We find in section4 that EIT on the 85RbD2 line is affected by bothΛ-EIT
systems.

3. Zeeman shifts of EIT lines excited by phase locked lasers

The linewidth of the EIT peak infigure 2(a) is about 2MHz. Power broadening, relative laser frequency jitters
andZeeman shifts of the involvedmagnetic sub-levels due to straymagnetic fields are the dominant
contributors to the linewidth. In the following experiments we havemitigated the last two broadening
mechanisms by implementation of anOptical Phase Lock Loop (OPLL), and by application of a calibrated,
longitudinalmagnetic field that lifts the Zeeman degeneracies, allowing us to selectively study amagnetic-field-
insensitive EIT resonance.

Atomic decoherence caused by laser frequency jitter [36, 37] is significantly improved byOPLL [38]. The
measured power spectral density of the beat-note signal between our phased-locked lasers [39] indicates a
residual phase uncertainty s <f 0.3 rad

rms
and a FWHMfrequencywidth of less than 3Hz. This result is

comparable to [38], where similar locking electronics is used.
The EIT line broadening caused by straymagnetic fields [40] is alleviated by applying a comparably large,

homogeneousmagnetic fieldwhich removes degeneracies between themagnetic sub-levels. The Zeeman level
diagram is shown infigure 1(b). Infigure 3(a)wepresent the Zeeman shifts of the EIT signals. For the laser

polarizations in our experiment, the first-order Zeeman shifts are ( )d m= - + B mZeeman B F
2

3

2

3
, whereμB is the

Bohrmagneton,B is themagnetic field, andmF is themagnetic quantumnumber of the state ∣ = ñS F m5 , 3, F1 2 .
The threemagnetic-field-sensitive EIT resonances (mF={0,2,3}) allow an in situ calibration ofB, against the
coil current, I. The calibration factors for the field and the EIT line splittings are 61.7±0.8 Gauss/Aand
57.6±0.7MHz/A, respectively. The uncertainty is obtained through a linearfitting procedure, which results
in anR2 value of 0.999 93. In currents (fields) below∼10mA (0.6Gauss), the effects of transverse straymagnetic
fields (circled region infigure 3(a)) become obvious.

Thefirst order Zeeman shift vanishes for the EIT resonance involving the states ∣ = = - ñS F m5 , 2, 1F1 2

and ∣ = = ñS F m5 , 3, 1F1 2 . Theminuscule shift of this EIT line due the second order Zeeman effect is plotted
as red dots infigure 3(b). The black line is the expected second order Zeeman shift obtained through a direct
diagonalization of theHamiltonian including allmagnetic sub-levels in both ground and excited states. Atfields
B3Gauss the EIT resonances becomewell-separated, and themagnetic-field-insensitive resonance becomes
insensitive to line pulling and broadening effects. For the remainder of the paper, we choose a longitudinal field
ofB=6Gauss. At this field strength,field variations due to thefinite length of the solenoid and transverse stray

Figure 3. (a) Series of Zeeman-split EIT spectra (black lines) for differentmagnetic-coil currents. Fittings of individual peaks (green
lines) and entire traces (red lines) are shown to guide the eye. The spectra are dominated by four Zeeman-split EIT lines, each of which
corresponds with an isolatedΛ system (see insert). First-order Zeeman shifts (blue dashed lines) can be utilized to perform an in situ
calibration of themagneticfield vs current. In currents less than∼25mA the spectra are affected by straymagneticfields (circled
region); this region is excluded from thefield-calibration fit. (b)Measured (red dots) and theoretical (black line) second-order Zeeman
shifts of the EIT resonance involving the ∣ = = - ñS F m5 , 2, 1F1 2 and ∣ = = ñS F m5 , 3, 1F1 2 ground states.
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fields are less than 1%. The resultant variation of the second-order Zeeman shift causes inhomogeneous line
broadening of1.5 kHz for themagnetic-field-insensitive EIT line.

4.Doppler narrowing and beam shape effects on EIT linewidth

Taking advantage of the experimental techniquesmentioned above, we are able to gain further insight into the
ground-state decoherence in aΛ systemby studying the linewidth of themagnetic-field-insensitive EIT
resonance. In the limit of zero Rabi frequency, the linewidth is limited by collision [5, 16, 17] and transit-time
effects [31], in addition to technical noise such as residual relative phasefluctuations of the lasers [17] and stray
magnetic fields caused by the coil current noises. For experiments using buffer-gas-free room-temperature
vapor cells, collisions betweenRb atoms and other trace gas atoms are less important. Therefore, power
broadening, transverse laser intensity distribution, and transit-time effects of the thermal atoms become the
major factors, as we demonstrate in the following. In addition, wall collisions are still present which deplete
ground-state coherence [41].

Figure 4(a) shows a series of spectra of themagnetic-field-insensitive EIT resonance vs coupling-laser
intensity atB=6Gauss. At higher intensities power broadening dominates, and the EIT lines have a Lorentzian
shape (as opposed toGaussian or symmetric exponential). As the intensity drops below∼0.1 mW cm−2, the line
width drops dramatically, and the line shape deviates from a Lorentzian profile. Figure 4(b) shows spectra with
intensities between 0.03 and 0.04 mW cm−2. These low-intensity signals show an exponential decay on both
sides of the resonance. This special behavior has been predicted theoretically in [31] as a consequence of thermal
atoms traveling throughGaussian optical beams. Due to limited signal to noise ratio, we are not able to resolve
the exact second derivative at the line center. It needs to be pointed out that this transit-time effect is
fundamentally different fromCPT line shapes observed in buffer-gas-enriched vapor cells. In the latter case, the
diffusion [18, 19] of the alkali atoms among the buffer gas atoms and the local intensity [13] of the driving laser
beams play dominant roles.

Infigure 5, we plot themeasured FWHM (black dots) as a function of the coupling laser power and compare
to various analytic and numericmodels.We notefirst that themeasured linewidth ismuch lower than an
opacity/density adjusted result [42, 43] (blue and purple dashed lines) for a homogeneously broadened sample,
such as cold atoms or thermal vapor cells with buffer gases [16, 17], which clearly does not apply to our case. An
analytic result for a singleΛ system in aDoppler-broadened system, given in [27–29, 44], reproduces the general
trends in our data (blue and purple hatched areas) in terms of approximate linewidth values aswell as the linear
scaling of thewidthwith Rabi frequency (which is linear in distance along the x-axis infigure 5). The remaining
mismatch between the analytic result and ourmeasurements, together with the exponential-decay-like line
shape (figure 4(b)), motivate us to investigate the effects caused by (1) the presence of twoRaman-degenerateΛ

Figure 4. (a)EIT resonances for the indicated coupling-laser intensities at the beam center. Experimental data, shown as dots, are fit
very well by Lorentzians (solid curves). (b)EIT line shape in the limit of very small coupling laser intensity. Several data sets for
intensities ranging from 0.03 to 0.04 mW cm−2 are overlapped (black dots) in order to improve statistics. The red solid curve
represents a symmetric exponential-decay fit on both sides of the resonance. A log-scale representation of data and fits are shown as an
insert. The region shaded in orange represents the range of fit results for a 99.5%-confidence range. A Lorentzian fit (blue dashed
curve), plotted for comparison, clearly is less good.
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systems and (2) by the transverse inhomogeneity of the laser intensities (thus the Rabi frequencies) away from
the beamaxes.

Before discussing the EIT line width inmore detail, we recall that in theB=0 analysis twoRaman-
degenerateΛ configurations involving two different velocity classes contribute to the EIT signal. This remains
true atB=6Gauss, with the velocity groups resonantly coupled to states ∣ ¢ = ñP F m5 , , 0F3 2 differing by about
50 m s−1 for ¢ =F 2 and 3. Since this velocity difference ismuch less than the RMS thermal velocity of 170 m s−1

in one dimension (at our cell temperature of 303 K), bothΛ configurations contribute to the EIT line and its
width. Further, angularmatrix elements andRabi frequencies depend strongly onmagnetic field due to the
onset of hyperfine de-coupling in the excited state. At 6Gauss and for the given circular polarizations, the
angularmatrix elements, ¢wi F, , are 0.2630 and 0.5825 for probe and coupling laser transitions resonant with
∣ ¢ = = ñP F m5 , 2, 0F3 2 , respectively. For probe and coupling laser resonant with ∣ ¢ = = ñP F m5 , 3, 0F3 2 ,
they are 0.4140 and 0.3323. It should be noted that these angularmatrix elements are significantly different from
those at zeromagnetic field due tomagnetic-field-induced statemixing in the excited-statemanifold [45, 46].
The Rabi frequencies are then given by ( )W = G ´¢ ¢I I w2i F i sat i F, , ,withΓ=2π×6MHz and
Isat=1.67 mW cm−2. Subscript i stands for probe or coupling. These Rabi-frequency expressions are used in
figure 5, with the given beampowers andwidths.

In our numericalmodel,we integrate three-level Lindblad equations for an ensemble of atom trajectories
with random initial velocities, drawn froma3DMaxwell distribution, and random initial positions on the cell
walls orwindows. Since the twoRaman-degenerateΛEIT resonances,mentioned above, are only a fewm/swide
in velocity space, for any given atom trajectorywe select the upper-state ¢F -level that is closer to resonancewith
theprobe laser, in the frameof reference of themoving atom, and solve the three-level Lindblad equationwith
that ¢F level. In addition, the transverse laser intensity distributions are accounted for via spatially dependent Rabi
frequencies. Also, the vapor opacity in our experiment is kept at a sufficiently lowvalue that the longitudinal
intensity variationof thebeams, caused by absorption, canbeneglected. Amore detailed description canbe found
in the appendix. In this simulation, the ground-state decoherence rate, γg, is the onlyfitting parameter. As shown in
figure 5, the numerical simulation (solid orange line)fits our data verywell forγg/2π=35 kHz,with a confidence
range of about 30 kHz to 40 kHz (orangehatched area).

Figure 5. Full widths at halfmaximum (FWHM) of EIT lines (black dots) as a function of coupling laser power. The length along the x-
axis is linear in square-root of power. Blue and purple dashed lines represent results for stationary atoms. The blue and purple hatched
areas are analytic results following [27, 28] for 300-K thermal atoms, calculated for single three-levelΛ systems involving the excited
states ¢ =F 2 (blue, diagonally hatched) or 3 (purple, vertically hatched). The ground state decoherence rate γg/2π is varied from
30 kHz to 40 kHz over the shaded hatched regions. The different trends are due to different Rabi frequencies from the beam center for
a given laser power and beam size (see text for detail). The orange curve is a simulation result (see appendix for details) inwhich both
Raman-degenerateΛ systemswith ¢ =F 2 and 3 are accounted for, as described in the text. The variation of the Rabi frequencies
transverse to the beamdirections is included, and γg/2π is 35 kHz. The orange-shaded, horizontally hatched region represents a sweep
of γg/2π, the onlyfitting parameter in themodel, from 30 kHz to 40 kHz. The insert shows a histogramof the ‘BeamExposure Period
(BEP)’ defined in text; the bin size is 2 μs and themost probable BEP is t*=33 μs.
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5.Discussions and conclusions

Wenote that in [27, 28] the decay of the coherence r12 ismodeled via a bidirectional symmetric population
transfer rate between the two ground states, ∣ ñ1 and ∣ ñ2 . Thismechanism is useful to describe open systems
where atomsmove in and out of an interaction region [28, 47], and itmay also be used to describe the population
decay due to atom-wall collisions. In ourworkwe adopt themodel from [43], where the decay of the coherence
ρ21 ismodeled through dephasing only, while the ground-state population exchange occurs exclusively via
optical pumping through the excited state (for details see appendix).

In our next discussion point, we draw a distinction between dephasing of ρ21 and interaction-time
broadening. Both effects are ubiquitous in thermal-gas experiments. An analytic approach can be found in [31].
Comparing to experiments using atomic beams or cold atoms, interaction time in the vapor cell can be thought
of as the beam exposure period (‘BEP’) i.e. the time offlight of the atoms through the laser-beam core, defined as
the regionwith diameter 2wp and length of L, wherewp=6.5 mm is the usual 1/e-dropoff radius of the electric
field in ourGaussian beams, and L=70 mm is the length of the vapor cell. The BEP is broadly distributed due to
beamand cell geometry, randomness in atomvelocity, and randomness in trajectory orientation relative to cell
and beams.Here, themost probable value of the BEP m=t 33 s* (see insert offigure 5). Over a range of
numerical tests we have seen that ( )» ´t a w u2 p* , with a numerical constant a=0.51 and themost probable

speed for a 3DMaxwell velocity distribution =u k T m2 B Rb . The tests have also shown that a depends
somewhat on the geometric ratioswp/R andR/L; it varies by about 20% from the quoted value forwp/R varying
from0.2 to 0.8 andR/L from0.1 to 0.5. An analytic expression for a 2D scenario can be found in references
[48, 49]. Our 3Dnumericalmodel includes effects caused by the endwindows of the cell. Our numerical survey
indicates that the endwindowsmodify the 2D analytic result significantly when theR/L ratio becomes large.

According to our numericalmodel, the zero-power linewidth is about g p» ´2 2 70 kHzg . Interaction-

time broadening, which is on the order of »t1 30 kHz* , is included in our simulation in figure 5 and has a
relativelyminor effect on the simulated zero-power linewidth. The lowest linewidth experimentallymeasured,
about 100 kHz, is still slightly affected by power broadening. It is noted that the experimental uncertainty bars in
figure 5 increase at low powers due to the decrease in photo-current. Even at the lowest powers, experimental
and simulated linewidths agreewithin the experimental uncertainty.

The question arises where the decoherence γg comes from.Decoherence due to the spin exchange collisions
betweenRb atoms is an unlikely cause, as it is only on the order of tens ofHz [50] at our vapor density (about
1010cm−3). Also, differential phase noise between coupling and probe lasers is an unlikely cause, because the
residual phase noise of theOPLL is only 0.3rad, and the spectral width of the laser beat signal at 3 GHz has been
directlymeasured to be below about 3 Hz.

Looking at other causes, we note that recent spin noisemeasurements of Faraday rotation signals [20, 51]
carried out in buffer-gas free Rb vapor cells have revealed that the ground state 1/T2 rate can vary fromkHz to
hundreds of kHz, depending onwhether the cell walls are coatedwith anti-relaxation layers or not.Models
provided in [20] also suggest that as low as a fewmTorr background gas, which can either come from the
outgassing of the coating layer or an impurity introduced during cellmanufacturing, can reduce themean free
path of the Rb atoms frommeters (much larger than practical cell size) tomillimeters (which is on the order of
typical optical beam sizes). Since the effects of collisional interactions on quasi-steady-state EIT spectra are not
covered in our ballisticmodel, while wall interactions are effectively included via the BEP time limitation and a
random initialization of the ground state population distribution before the atoms desorb from thewall/
window,we speculate that the decoherencemeasured in ourworkmay originate in collisions with an
impurity gas.

In conclusion, we have exploredΛEIT in a Rb vapor cell on theD2 line as ameans to study EIT line-width
suppression in aDoppler-broadenedmedium. Lifting Zeeman degeneracies by application of a homogeneous
magnetic field of 6 Gauss has allowed us to focus the study on a single,magnetic-field-insensitive EIT line, and to
push our study of EIT linewidth vs beam intensity into the 100-kHz regime.We have qualitatively explained the
EIT linewidth behavior using existing analyticalmodels and achieved quantitative agreement using a numerical
approach inwhichwe have included experimentally relevant details.We have observed a remaining ground-
level dephasing rate γg/2π∼35 kHz that could not be readily explained.We have discussed possible causes for
γg. In this context, onemay explore theΛEIT line width as ameasure to analyze residual gases in closed cells,
where tools such as residual gas analyzers cannot be used. In future, improvedmodelsmay be developed to
account for effects introduced by optical pumping and atomic decay [33, 52] among allmagnetic sublevels in
both ∣ ñS5 1 2 and ∣ ñP5 3 2 hyperfinemanifolds. Effects induced by statemixing via transversemagnetic fields and
impurities in laser polarization states and frequency spectramay also be included.
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Appendix: numericmodeling

A three levelΛ-typemodel is implementedwith ∣ = = ñS F m5 , 3, 1F1 2 as state ∣ ñ1 , ∣ = = - ñS F m5 , 2, 1F1 2

as state ∣ ñ2 , and ∣ ¢ = ñP F m5 , , 0F3 2 as state ∣ ñ3 . Atomsmove on trajectories ( ) = +r r vt t0 0 with initial random
velocities v0 from a 3DMaxwell distribution, and initial positions r0 randomly chosen on cell walls/windows.
States ∣ ñ1 and ∣ ñ3 are coupled by a position-dependent probe Rabi frequency ( ( ))W r tp , and states ∣ ñ2 and ∣ ñ3 by a
coupling laser Rabi frequency ( ( ))W r tc . The systemhas two sets ofΛ couplings, one for ¢ =F 2 and another for
¢ =F 3. For each atomof the ensemble, the ¢F -value in state ∣ ñ3 is picked such that theDoppler shift of the EIT

lasers in the atom’s rest frame isminimized for the atom’s v0-value. This is allowed because the internal-state
dynamics is usually dominated by theΛ system the atom is closer in resonancewith.

The position-dependent Rabi frequencies Wc p, are given by ( ) · ( )mW = r E rc p ij c p, , wheremij is the

transition electric dipolemoment between state ∣ ñi and ∣ ñj , and ( )E rc p, are electric fields withGaussian
transverse profiles. The dipolemomentsmij are obtained by diagonlization of the atomicHamiltonianwith all
Zeeman and hyperfine interactions included. The dipolemoments depend significantly on themagneticfield. At
B=6 Gauss and for the laser polarizations used, for ¢ =F 2 it is m = ea1.4631 0 and m = ea3.2332 0, and for
¢ =F 3 it is m = ea2.3031 0, m = ea1.8432 0.
In the two-color field picture (which is applicable to systemswithfields of sufficiently different frequencies),

the atom-laser interactionHamiltonian in the space {∣ ∣ ∣ }ñ ñ ñ1 , 2 , 3 is

⎡

⎣
⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥⎥⎥

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )= -

W
- D - D W

W W - D


r

r

r r

H
2

0 0

0 2

2

A.1int

p

c

p c

1 2

1

where ·w wD = - - k vp p1 31 0 and ·w wD = - - k vc c2 32 0 are the velocity-dependent detunings of the
fields relative to the atomic transition frequenciesωij.

The dynamics of the laser-driven atomic system is described by the Lindblad equation for the density
operator ρ,

[ ] [ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ] [ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ]
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2
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2
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2
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2
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A.2

int
31

13 31 33 33
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11 11 11 11

2
22 22 22 22
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33 33 33 33

with atomic projection operators ˆ ∣ ∣s = ñái jij , dephasing rates γ1, γ2 and γ3, and partial spontaneous decay rates
Γ31 andΓ32. The latter, within theWeisskopf–Wigner approximation, are given by [53],

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥{ }( )( ) ( ) a

w
G =

+
+ + á ñ

F c
F F P r S

J J
F I F

4

3

1

2 1
2 1 2 1 5 5

1
A.3i

i
i

i

i
3 FS

3

3
3

2 3 3 2 1 2
3

3

2

where aFS is thefine structure constant, Fi and Ji are the F and J quantumnumbers of state ∣ ñi ,
 á ñ = + ´P r S J a5 5 2 1 4.23i3 2 1 2 0 is the reduced dipolematrix element of theD2 transition of 85Rb [54],

and { }* represents theWigner-6J symbol. Using this equation,Γ31=2π×1.35 MHz and
Γ32=2π×4.72 MHz for state ∣ ∣ñ = ¢ = = ñP F m3 5 , 2, 0F3 2 , andΓ31=2π×3.37 MHz and
Γ32=2π×2.70 MHz for ∣ ∣ñ = ¢ = = ñP F m3 5 , 3, 0F3 2 . The total spontaneous decay rateΓ3 of state ∣ ñ3 is
Γ3=Γ31+Γ32=2π×6.07 MHz, the natural decay rate of Rb P5 3 2.

The decoherence rate γ3 is dominated by laser-frequency noise. The lasers are locked via standard
saturation-absorption-spectroscopy, with an estimated γ3∼2π×200 kHz. The exact value is not important
because γ3 does not affect the linewidth of the EIT signal [43].

For simplicity, we set g g g= = g1 2 in our discussion. The decoherence rate γg includes noise on the

frequency difference of coupling and probe lasers and collisional ground-state level dephasing. The former is
very small, due to our use of anOPLL, while the latter could be several tens of kHz due to collisions betweenRb
atoms and cells walls or trace gases inside the cell. Herewefind afitted γg≈2π×35 kHz.

Wenumerically integrate the Lindblad equation for a large ensemble of trajectories with randomly chosen
velocities v0 and initial positions r0, as explained above. The initial populations are set to be randomly
distributed between states ∣ ñ1 and ∣ ñ2 , with ( ) ( )r r= + = =t t0 0 111 22 . The position-dependence of the Rabi
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frequencies, ( )W rc p, , enters in the time integration via the atom trajectories, ( ) = +r r vt t0 0 . The integration for
a given atom endswhen its trajectory exits the cell volume (i.e., hits a wall/window). The absorption signal and
the EIT then follow

[ ( )] ( )òå r
=N

t j t
1

Im ; d A.4
j

N T

1 0
31

j

where j is a trajectory label,N the number of trajectories, andTj the time offlight of atom j through the cell.
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